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Introduction: Since visible images have been ac
quired by Viking orbiter in 1976, valley networks have 
been mainly identified in the heavily cratered uplands 
dated Noachian (>3.5 Gyr).  Valley networks on Mars 
have  been  the  subject  of  considerable  debates  about 
their formation processes and their implications on the 
Martian climate in its early history since three decades 
[1-5]. 

At the end of 1990's, the Mars Orbiter LASER Alti
meter (MOLA) provided a new vision of the Mars to
pography with a great vertical accuracy of ~50 cm [6]. 
These altimetric data gave the possibility to study the 
geometry and topography of valley networks at spatial 
resolution of typically 500m -1 km [e.g. 7]. This resol
ution is sufficient to identify large valleys but not small 
tributaries that we can map on high resolution imagery. 
These  data  showed  that  branching  valley  networks 
were incised by "fluid" flowing downward topography 
[e.g. 8, 9]. 

Based on the new images at scales ranging from 0.5 
to 100 m, acquired during the last 10 years, the branch
ing valley networks could be classified in three groups: 
1)  dense  valley  networks  with  numerous  tributaries 
(e.g. Warrego Vallis and Echus Valles) and 2) valley 
networks with poor number of tributaries (e.g. Nanedi 
Vallis or Nirgal Vallis). The latter sometimes display 
small  delta  fans  or  step-deltas,  which  seems  to  be 
formed during a short time of fluvial erosion that could 
be independant of global climate at the Martian surface 
[10, 11]. The larger ones have often been interpreted as 
due  to  sapping processes  despite  the  fact  that  aerial 
flows are also possible. For the first group (dense val
ley ntworks),we do not observe the erosion product fre
quently  because  they  were  subsequently  eroded,  or 
covered by volcanic or other sedimentary deposits.  

The  dense  branching valley networks seem to be 
essentially formed during the late Noachian to the early 
Hesperian  [e.g.  9,  12,  13]  by  different  methods  of 
crater counts, except a few valley networks in localized 
regions like Echus plateau [14] or in crater ejecta like 
Eberswalde [15] for example, dated of Late Hesperian. 

Since 2004, the Mars Express High Resolution Ste
reo Camera (HRSC) on board of Mars Express orbiter 
has acquired visual images in stereoscopic mode [16] 
with typical  spatial  resolution of  ~10m for  the nadir 
images.  From nadir  and  stereoscopic  images,  Digital 
Elevation Models (DEM) can be generated with a typ
ical spatial resolution of  ~50 m or lesser depending on 

that of input images, but the vertical resolution is not as 
good as that of MOLA, typically 20 to 100 m depend
ing on terrains roughness and image quality [17].

Based on this last dataset, we study the branching 
valley networks  in  order  to  characterize  the  erosion 
power in different period of Mars, using the same order 
of watershed (i.e ~100 km2) for comparison: 1) Noa
chian  regions  (Huygens  impact  rim,  west  Tyrrhena 
Terra, Cimmeria Terra, Thaumasia highlands), 2) Hes
perian regions (Echus plateau and Eberswalde) and 3) 
Amazonian regions (Alba Patera).

Methods:  First,  we mapped  manually the  valley 
networks from the nadir images at ~10m/pixel, taking 
into account the geological context.

Second, we used a hydrologic analysis (DNR hy
dromod) included in ARCVIEW GIS in order  to ex
tract the valley network from DEMs. The DNR hydro
mod program consists of three steps of processing : 1) 
the original topography (DEM) is modified removing 
sinks to produce a continuous flow direction grid; 2) a 
flow direction grid is calculated from the centre of cell 
to the steepest down-slope direction of the eight neigh
bouring cells (D8 algorithm); 3) a flow accumulation 
grid  is  generated  as  the  cumulative  number  of  cells 
flowing into each down-slope cell. Cells that have high 
accumulation of flow may be used to identify stream 
channels. Even if the Martian valleys are not the only 
result of fluvial channel erosion, but also mass-wasting 
processes, this software helps us to determine the prob
able runoff flow path inside valleys [17].

The location of probable stream channels on Mars 
detected by DNR hydromod routine from the DEMs is 
then  checked  with  HRSC nadir  images.  Valley  net
works that are not visible in HRSC images (e.g. in flat 
areas, in closed depressions with flat interiors, in small 
impact craters…) are deleted. Only the lengths of indi
vidual valley network segments and the remaining area 
containing valley networks are used to determine the 
average  drainage  densities.  Then,  for  each order,  we 
measure the mean depth of valleys just few kilometers 
headward junction. At the end, we estimate the volume 
eroded over the watershed.

Results:
Whatever the region studied, the drainage density is 

increased 3 times in HRSC DEMs compared to those 
extracted  from  MOLA.  Although  the  HRSC  DEMs 
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have a spatial resolution twice lower than HRSC nadir 
images at  least,  valleys  detected  automatically in the 
HRSC DEMs fit the ones mapped manually from vis
ible  images.  The  transversal  valley  profiles  usually 
show a  V-shape,  with  a  minimum depth  of  ~30  m, 
which  improves  valley  geometry  seen  with  MOLA 
[18].

The HRSC DEMs highlight that the high drainage 
density considered as mature stage of a fluvial valley 
network is not correlated to the depth of valleys. Deep
est  valleys (500 m) are found in the Huygens region 
(Noachian) where the density is relatively low (0.1 km-

1)compared to shallow valleys (<100 m) of Echus re
gion (Hesperian) where the density is higher (~0.3 to 
1.0 km-1).  On Alba Patera (Amazonian), the drainage 
density is close to 1 km-1, but the valley depth is lesser 
than 40 m. These differences in valley depths imply 
differences in eroded volumes of factor > 100 times in 
the Noachian than in the Hesperian.  

Conclusion:
Our results show that the drainage density seems to 

be higher as younger the terrain incised. The branching 
pattern is better preserved for young valley networks, 
even if the lithology and climatic proxy were not con
stant  spatially  and  temporally  during  Mars  history. 
Second, although the young valley networks are more 
preserved, the powerfull of fluvial erosion was higher 
during the Noachian with a higher vertical incision re
lated  to  wider  valleys,  generating  erosional  volumes 
>100 times Hesperian and Amazonian erosion.

In conclusion, Martian valley networks mimic ter
restrial fluvial ones formed by overland flows and re
lated seepage,  showing they required the presence of 
sustained surface liquid water to form. The Noachian 
ones  were  incising  deeply,  widespread  watersheds, 
over Mars, involving a global water cycle in a denser 
atmosphere  and  lithosphere.  The  Hesperian  and 
Amazonian valleys are less numerous, shallower, local
ized  on  small  areas,  on  high  plateaus  or  volcanoes. 
These characteristics sugget that they could form inde
pendly  on  Martian  climate,  with  melting  of  snow-, 
frost- or ice-packs triggered by local thermal anomalies 
(impact, volcanism) or transient climatic episodes. 
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